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A big resource of NLP-based Life Coaching
strategies, processes, techniques, exercises, games,
question sets, scripts, rampages & affirmations
to help you overcome physical, mental, emotional
and spiritual challenges, Life Coaches Toolbox
is suitable for those who would like to do work
on their own, coaches, mentors, trainers and
managers who would like a ready-built Coaching
Toolkit and a go-to toolbox you can always
turn to as your next step in a crisis.

THE SELF LOVE TECHNIQUE
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You will need about 20 minutes alone and a person
you can think of who loves you completely and who
you have no current tensions or issues with.
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Start with a relaxation exercise.

If youʼd like, you can rather or also imagine a warm
yellow light spreading up from your toes, until
eventually it envelops your whole body in warmth.
If it helps you, then feel free to burn incense or play
relaxing instrumental music. You can also use this
relaxation technique as a standalone exercise.
When it comes to the self love exercise itself, there
are a few ways you can approach the script on the
following page:
1. Let someone read it to you
2. Read it yourself and imagine it while reading
3. Read it through once and do the exercise mentally
If itʼs possible, and you really want a nice boost, then
you could also go to the person and ask them if they
will give you a confidence boosting pep talk. You can
use the statements in the script as memory joggers :)
When you get home, write down what you remember
and reference it occasionally when you need a boost in
the future, similar to a resource anchor.
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And you can hear another sound too... itʼs the sound of
(your personʼs name)ʼs inner voice, and itʼs saying the
loveliest things about you:
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Starting at your toes and working your way up, tightly
tense and then relax each muscle in turn.
You can use the list to the right as a guide, and feel free
to add or miss out any muscles that worksfor you.

THE SELF LOVE SCRIPT
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1. Toes
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2. Feet

3. Calves

4. Thighs

5. Buttocks
6. Back

7. Stomach
8. Chest

9. Shoulders
10. Arms
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While youʼre sitting at your desk, become aware that you are
busy writing your autobiography on the screen. It must be
so cool to be so important that your life story is in demand.
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11. Hands

12. Fingers
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As youʼre standing, become aware that you can step into
(your personʼs name)ʼs body, exactly like a zip up suit - just
step into their body pull the zip closed in front of your torso
and over the top of your head.

As you step up closer to the desk, feel yourself seamlessly
merge with the self you left typing and become aware that
you are now typing all the wonderful things youʼve just
learned about yourself.

Take a moment here to settle into (your personʼs name)ʼs
body and become aware that you can feel what they are
feeling, you can see yourself sitting at your desk through
their eyes, hear the sound of your typing.

Take a moment to get all the information down - take a few
moments if you need to.

15. Mouth

18. Ears

19. Scalp

20. Whole Body

Spend a moment or two listening here, enjoying and
remembering.
Now, mentally or verbally thank (your personʼs name) for
sharing their love and appreciation with you, unzip the suit
and step out, walking back to your desk quite quickly. After
all, you donʼt want to forget all the wonderful things that
(you personʼs name) was saying do you?

14. Face

17. Eyes

Spend a moment or two reading what you have written in
your life story so far, as you slowly become aware of (your
personʼs name), standing in the doorway watching you,
completely unaware that youʼve notcied them.

...and of course all the other wonderful things they have to
say about you.

You realise this is because even though it feels like youʼve
turned around, another part of you is still sitting and typing
away merrily. So you get and walk over to where (your
personʼs name) is standing and observe them for a moment,
as they obseve you typing.

13. Neck

16. Nose

Close your eyes and see yourself sitting at at a desk. It
can be your desk, one you currently know, or even the
desk of your dreams - it doesnʼt matter. You know
whatʼs right for you.

... that time that you both...
...how much fun they had with you when...
...how easy it is to be around you because...
...what a caring person you are because...
...that time you helped them with...
...how easy it is to love you because...
...that the best thing about you is...
...that youʼre beautiful because...
...that they wish they had your talents of...
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The suggested order for the relaxation
exercise, moving up from the toes up.

When youʼre ready, open your eyes.
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